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COVID-19 UPDATE

It has been more than 2 months since the global outbreak of 
COVID-19 and the epidemic threatens to cause a global 
economic slowdown, as lives and businesses continue to be 
strongly impacted by epidemic-related interventions.

As China's outbreak wanes, many Chinese cities are opening 
up and firms are gradually back in business.

All our Globelink offices in China have resumed operations 
and communication is functioning normally. However, there 
may be possible delay in shipments till the transport and 
personnel travel restriction are fully removed.

While the outbreak is slowing down in China, there are 
growing fears as clusters boom around the world with a spike 
in the number of infected cases in countries such as South 
Korea, Italy & Iran.

In response to a recent surge in the number of confirmed 
COVID-19 cases in South Korea, the South Korean 
government has raised the country’s alert level to the highest.

Companies are focusing on preventive measures and 
buildings or factories affected by confirmed cases are being 
shut down for thorough disinfections.

There are also safety measures and Business Continuity Plan 
in place to safeguard the well-being of the staff in Globelink 
Offices and to ensure that we can continue to function.

We are closely following developments of the COVID-19 
situation around the world.

We seek your patience and understanding if there is any 
delay in response from our fellow colleagues and we have 
every confidence that we can overcome this challenging 
period together.



 

Globelink Fallow is ISO9001 approved and 
offers wholesale international shipping services 
to the UK shipping industry, specialising in LCL 
(Less than Container Load) and FCL (Full 
Container Load) services.
 
The emphasis has always been on ‘Service’ and 
the company aims to employ experienced staff 
on all of its export departments and is 
constantly striving to maintain the high 
standards that have been set since the 
company’s foundation in 1989.

Globelink Fallow is committed to providing 
customers with efficient and cost-effective 
shipping solutions in a global market of trade.

One of our main strengths is the speed and 
accuracy of the shipping documents we 
produce for each shipment, which in turn 
enables our clients to pass the same high 
quality service to their UK exporters and 
overseas agents.

The U.K., made up of England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland, is an island nation in 
northwestern Europe. England – birthplace of 
Shakespeare and The Beatles – is home to the 
capital, London, a globally influential centre of 
finance and culture. England is also the site of 
neolithic Stonehenge, Bath’s Roman spa and 
centuries-old universities at Oxford and 
Cambridge.

Globelink Fallow offer customers international 
sea freight, air freight and logistics services 
between the UK and any part of the world. 
Being part of the Globelink network enables us 
to have complete global coverage along with 
excellent levels of control and communications.

Members of :
- BIFA
- FIATA
- London Chamber of Commerce
- AND Other Associated Trade 
  Organisations

Depot locations
across the United Kingdom

FOCUS COUNTRY - UNITED KINGDOM
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FOCUS COUNTRY - UNITED KINGDOM
GLOBAL LOGISTICS

In addition to our core consolidation services, Globelink Fallow offer ‘In-House Forwarding’ which 
provides a package of solutions for all the international or domestic transportation requirements 
and specialised documentation ensuring quality, reliability and above all cost effectiveness.

Globelink Fallow monitor and supervise shipments every step of the way, from loading at shippers 
premises or at designated warehouses, to the unloading and distribution of cargo at its final 
destination. What’s more, our experienced staff are able to advise on the most efficient combination 
of intermodal transport, hence saving time and money.

We have a comprehensive range of services to suit every need, which include:

 · Follow up on Purchase Order requirements
 · Assistance with problem related Letters of   
   Credit
 · Full documentation package tailored to suit 
   your requirements 
 · Legalisation services including messenger 
   Services to all Embassies and Chambers of 
   Commerce
 

 · Consignment Tracking Procedures
 · Monthly Sailing Schedule up-date
 · Worldwide Marine Insurance cover available
 · Full case making / packing undertaken
 · Road Haulage support through approved
   sub-contractors

IMPORT LCL ROUTES

EXPORT LCL ROUTES
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FOCUS COUNTRY - UNITED KINGDOM
COMPLEX TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

Globelink Fallow incorporate a project department that can 
handle the transportation of oversized and heavy cargo or 
shipments that require disassembly, shipping and reassembly at 
destination.

Our project cargo clients come from a diverse range of sectors 
such as oil & gas, pulp & paper, automotive, construction, power 
& energy as well as aid cargo.

With over 25 years of trading we can provide expert knowledge 
in the UK and beyond when overseeing complex moves.

From single FCL or out of gauge shipments right through to 
entire turn-key projects Globelink Fallow have the solutions.

OUR PROJECT HANDLING CAPABILITIES INCLUDE:

 · Site survey & feasibility studies
(routes, weather, political climate)

 · Full & part charter-parties
(air charters, time / voyage charters)

 · Multi-modal transport
(road, rail, tug & barge, heavy lift)

 · Special equipment transport
(flat racks, open tops, platforms, 
  artificial tween deck solution)

 · Freight negotiation
(COA negotiation, long term rate validities)

 · Administration
(customs clearance, trade documentation)
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COMPLEX TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

IT CAPABILITIES

In addition, we also offer services on niche trade lanes: 

For Export: 
• UK direct to Valletta, Malta
• UK direct to Limassol, Cyprus
• UK direct to Ashdod, Israel
• UK direct to Aqaba, Jordan 
• UK direct to San Jose, Costa Rica

For Import:
• Dubai direct to London Gateway Port
• Haifa, Israel direct to Felixstowe
• Haifa to all major South American destinations transshipping via UK
• Major South & Central American ports to Felixstowe via Rotterdam

We strongly serve 41 direct Export services & 27 direct Import services.

Quick Quote (Online Quotation & Booking Tool)

Following a simple registration process you will have access to our 24/7 on-line service 
which provides fast and efficient Export groupage rates.
Rates are constantly monitored by us and are therefore guaranteed to be current at all 
times.
Using intelligent database technology the service will offer rate reductions based on a 
number of unique factors enabling you to obtain competitive rates.
You can then convert your quotations into automated bookings or alternatively you can 
make bookings completely from scratch.
This service is fully integrated into our operating system ensuring that data replication 
and therefore errors are minimised.
Quotations and Bookings are recorded and retained under your login for your future 
perusal.

Online Payments
Online card payments can be made quickly and easily by using our secure at 
-http://www.globelink-fallow.com/online-payment/ 
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At the beginning of each year, Globelink Ünimar would 
organize a Vision Meeting to share the vision and work 
plans for the new year with all the staff in the company. 
This year, it was held at the Hilton Istanbul Hotel on 
Saturday, 8th February 2020. The motto of the year is 
“The Power of Transformation”.

The 2020 vision meeting started with the opening 
speech of Mr. Cihan Yusufi, the Managing Director of 
Globelink Ünimar. "In order for company to achieve the 
goals, all departments must act cohesively towards the 
same goal. This is the reason we have the Vision 
Meeting every year”, he said.

The entire workforce of the company from 9 offices 
participated in the meeting. It set a stage for the 
product and branch managers to share their 2020 
visions and work plans and aims to keep everyone 
aligned on achieving the same goals for a successful 
year ahead.

GLOBELINK ÜNIMAR VISION MEETING 2020
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NEW SERVICE – AMBARLI, TURKEY TO TRIPOLI, LIBYA
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Australia

Bulgaria

Indonesia

Korea

Kuwait

Mauritius

Pakistan

Philippines

Sri Lanka

09 Mar

03 Mar

22 Mar

25 Mar

01 Mar

22 Mar

12 Mar

25 Mar

23 Mar

16 Mar

09 Mar

Melbourne Labour Day

Liberation Day

Isra Mi'raj Nabi Muhammad

Hari Raya Nyepi

Independence Movement Day

Isra and Miraj

National Day

Ougadi

Pakistan Day

Davao City Day

Madin Full Moon Poya Day

COUNTRY DATE HOLIDAY (2020)

Public Holidays for March


